












Case ID Case Name Applicant's Name Applicant's Surname Application type Status Internal deadline Initial deadline Extended
deadline Created Registration date Notification date Application description

PAD-2020-00247 Letters Initial On hold 07/12/2020 06:43

Hello,I would like all the letters mentioned in the response to
question number 5 (page 3) in this

documenthttps//www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2014_201
9/plmrep/COMMITTEES/LIBE/DV/2020/11-

30/_Annex_AnswerstothequestionsfromtheLIBECommitee_EN.p
df Thanks in advance.Best,

PAD-2020-00237 Notifications for relocation F l Initial On hold 29/11/2020 10:21

Hello,I would like all the notifications of relocations under the
following contracts- Frontex/OP/932/2018/JL/Airborne-

Frontex/OP/932/2018/JL/CAE- Frontex/OP/932/2018/JL/DEA-
Frontex/OP/932/2018/JL/Fly4Less-

Frontex/OP/932/2018/JL/EASPFor the sake of expediency, I only
need one document per relocation. The document chosen
should include the date and the location of relocation. The

meaning of "relocation" is the one that is used in the contracts
mentioned above.Thanks in advanc l

PAD-2020-00236 Incident reports Initial On hold 29/11/2020 10:04

Hello,I would like all the Frontex "Serious Incident Reports" that
contain the word "Libya" in the title or the text of the incident

report since 1st January 2020.If you need a definition of
"Serious Incident Reports" you can find more details here

https//www.statewatch.org/media/documents/news/2016/aug/
frontex-serious-incident-reporting.pdfThanks in advance.

Best,

PAD-2020-00235 All of the contracts for sea assets Initial On hold 29/11/2020 09:55

Hello,I would like all the active contracts of all the companies
that provide sea-based and/or land-based surveillance services
to Frontex on europe's sea borders, i.e. all boats, surveillance
cars, radar, video etcIn case this needs clarification, "active"

means that these contracts are in force today, 29th November
2020.Thanks in advance. Best

PAD-2020-00234 Video recordings of incidents Initial On hold 29/11/2020 09:23

Dear Frontex,I would like the list of video recordings (e.g. from
drones, aircrafts and boats) and incident reports regarding any

incidents that occurred in the Agean on the following days (yyyy-
mm-dd), including the nights of those days (e.g. on 28th April
2020, this includes the morning of 29th April 2020)2020-04-

282020-04-292020-05-012020-05-132020-05-282020-05-292020-
06-022020-06-042020-06-052020-06-082020-06-092020-06-

132020-06-172020-06-192020-06-222020-06-252020-06-262020-
06-302020-07-032020-07-042020-07-062020-07-082020-07-

092020-07-112020-07-242020-07-262020-07-272020-07-292020-
08-052020-08-092020-08-112020-08-152020-08-192020-08-24

Thanks in advance. Best

PAD-2020-00233 All previous FOIAs Initial On hold 29/11/2020 09:16

Dear Frontex,I would like- all the documents disclosed in all the
FOIAs that were answered by Frontex since 1st January 2019. -
the text of the requests (i.e. what people asked for). I do not

need the name of the person making the requests, just the text
of the request.Since those documents were already disclosed by
Frontex, it should not take additional work. As you know Frontex

should have these documents and a register of them available
on your website but it does not seem to be the case.Thanks in

advance.Be

PAD-2020-00216 CA - Research and Innovation project Confirmatory Closed 26/11/2020 00:00 07/12/2020 00:00 14/11/2020 09:59 16/11/2020 00:00 16/11/2020 15:20

Dear Frontex,The 15 working days since I've made the request
have expired today. Your reasons for delay are outside the scope

of EU regulations.Therefore, I would like to request a
confirmatory application. Could you confirm that you've

received my request for a confirmatory
application?

PAD-2020-00190 Research and Innovation project Initial Closed 25/11/2020 00:00 04/12/2020 00:00 26/10/2020 09:34 13/11/2020 00:00 04/12/2020 20:01

Hi there,I would like a list of all the contracts under the
"Research and Innovation" budget line (see e.g. this budget page

3
https//frontex.europa.eu/assets/Key_Documents/Budget/Budge

t_2020.pdf)The period is 1st January 2018 until today.I want a
list of the contracts including- tender reference- procedure type-

Estimated total value- Name(s) of the company that won the
tenderI have already sent you my passport copy for an earlier

request, so there is no need to ask for it again. Thanks in
advance. B

PAD-2020-00170 Frontext surveillance E Initial Closed 21/10/2020 00:00 30/10/2020 00:00 24/11/2020 00:00 22/09/2020 09:12 09/10/2020 00:00 13/11/2020 00:00

Dear Sir or Madam,I would like all the active contracts of all the
companies that provide airborne surveillance services to
Frontex, i.e. aircrafts, helicopters and drones.Thanks in

advance.
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